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according to runtime workload characteristics. For the hash index, XIndex-H is able to avoid the resize
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efficiently than the learned index. We demonstrate the advantages of XIndex with YCSB, TPC-C (KV), which
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1

INTRODUCTION

The pioneering study on the learned index [35] opens up a new perspective on how machine
learning (ML) can re-sculpt the decades-old system component, indexing structure. The key idea of
the learned index is to use learned models to approximate indexes. It trains the model with records’
keys and their positions, then uses the model to predict the position with the given key. The learned
index shows the cases of learning both ordered index and hash index.2
To deliver high lookup performance, the learned index uses simple learned models such as linear
models or single-layer neural networks. To accommodate to the limited capacity of simple models
(i.e., the inability to well fit complex functions), the learned index adds extra requirements on the
data layout. For instance, to learn an ordered index, it requires the data to be both ordered and
1 https://ipads.se.sjtu.edu.cn:1312/opensource/xindex.git
2 We

refer to the ML-based ordered index and hash index proposed in [35] as the learned range index and the learned hash
index seperately.
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contiguous, so the key-position mapping is easier to learn. Using simple learned models, the learned
range index performs 1.5-3× better than B-tree.
However, the current study of the learned index is still preliminary and lacks practicability in a
broad class of real-world scenarios (Section 2.2). First, the learned range index does not support any
modifications, including inserts, updates, or removes. It also assumes the workload has a relative
static query distribution3 — it assumes all data are uniformly accessed. Second, the learned hash
index has to block all update requests during resizing to avoid losing concurrent updates. Last,
when indexing string keys, both the learned range index and the learned hash index suffer large
performance degradation compared with indexing integer keys.
In this paper, we present XIndex, a concurrent index library inspired by the learned index. It
includes two basic indexes: XIndex for range indexes (XIndex-R) and XIndex for hash indexes
(XIndex-H). XIndex-R leverages learned models to speed up the lookup. It can handle concurrent
writes efficiently with good scalability. Moreover, it is designed to adapt its structure deterministically at runtime and decouple its efficiency from runtime workload characteristics. XIndex-H
leverages learned models to reduce the hash conflict ratio comparing with traditional hash tables. It can concurrently process update requests during resizing. Besides, XIndex also integrates
methodologies that can index string keys with better performance than any existing system. Data
in XIndex is kept in memory for fast queries and updates, and persistence is achieved by logging
and checkpointing. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
A scalable and concurrent learned range index, XIndex-R. Compared with the learned
range index, XIndex-R is able to efficiently handle concurrent writes without affecting the query
performance by leveraging fine-grained synchronization [8–10, 45] and a new compaction scheme,
Two-Phase Compaction. Furthermore, XIndex-R adapts its structure according to runtime workload
characteristics to support dynamic workload. We demonstrate the advantages of XIndex-R with both
YCSB and TPC-C (KV), a TPC-C-inspired benchmark for key-value stores. XIndex-R achieves up to
3.2× and 4.4× performance improvement comparing with Masstree and Wormhole, respectively,
on a 24-core machine.
A non-blocking learned hash index, XIndex-H. Compared with the learned hash index,
XIndex-H introduces non-blocking writes by performing the resize operation asynchronously
combined with Two-Phase Compaction. We demonstrate the advantages of XIndex-H with microbenchmarks. XIndex-H achieves up to 3.1× performance improvement compared with Intel TBB
HashMap [51].
A technique that can index string keys efficiently. Inspired by existing string key indexes [4,
6, 38, 45], XIndex takes advantage of common prefixes to reduce lookup latency. Specifically, it
greedily clusters keys with common prefixes into groups. Then, in each group, it uses the unique
part of each key, the partial key, to train the model and index the data. Experimental results show
that with these design choices, XIndex has up to 91% better performance over other state-of-the-art
index structures when indexing string keys.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the background and motivation;
Section 3 gives the design of XIndex-R, including the support for string keys; Section 4 provides the
design of XIndex-H; Section 5 presents the design for persistence; Section 6 shows the evaluation
results; Section 7 summarizes related works; Section 8 concludes this paper.
2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

3 The

query distribution describes the access frequencies of keys among queries within a specific workload. By contrast,
data distribution describes the keys and their lookup positions within a dataset.
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The Learned Index

The learned index proposed by [35] views indexes as functions to be learned that map keys to data
positions. For common index types, including range indexes and hash indexes, these functions can
be easily obtained by transforming the cumulative distribution function (CDF). For example, for
fixed-length key-value pairs sorted by keys and stored in a continuous array, the index function is
effectively the CDF of the key distribution multiplied by the total number of records. The core idea
behind the learned index is to approximate CDFs with ML models such as deep neural networks
(Section 2.1.1), and use the learned CDFs to enhance and even replace these traditional indexes
(Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).
2.1.1 Learning CDFs with the Recursive Model Index. To build learned indexes, we need first to learn
the CDF of the data indexed. Using a single ML model to learn the entire CDF falls short in prediction
accuracy due to the complexity of CDFs. To improve the prediction accuracy while keeping the
model efficient to execute, [35] propose a staged model architecture, termed the Recursive Model
Index (RMI).
An RMI contains multiple stages of models, which resemble the multi-level structure of B-tree.
In an RMI, one model (an analogy for B-tree nodes) is located at the first stage (an analogy for
B-tree levels), and each subsequent stage contains more models increasingly. To predict a CDF
value for a given key, the key is first used as input to activate the model at the first stage. The model
outputs an index number for finding a next-stage model to be activated. This process repeats until
the model at the last stage is activated. The final model produces the predicted CDF value of the
given key. The idea behind this architecture is to distribute regions of the complete CDF function
to different models, so that each model can learn from a much smaller training set and yield better
accuracy. Since upper-level models decide how keys should be distributed to lower-level models,
an RMI is trained stage by stage starting from the first stage. The true CDF values are used as labels
in the training set, and the next-model index number is obtained by multiplying CDF values with
the number of models at the next stage.
RMI has a rigid architecture that is configurable only through a few parameters: the number of
stages, the number of models at each stage, and the type of models. Unlike the proposal of Data
Alchemist [30] that envisions an automatic approach for synthesizing new data structures from
basic design elements [29, 31], RMI is, in essence, a new data structure that builds upon ML models.
2.1.2 The Learned Range Index. In the learned range index, records are sorted by keys and stored
in a continuous in-memory array. Learned CDFs are used to predict record positions in sorted data
arrays. Given the CDF 𝐹 , the position of a record is ⌊𝐹 (key) × 𝑁 ⌋, where 𝑁 is the total number of
records. However, learned CDFs have errors. In order to provide the correctness guarantee, the
learned range index stores the maximal and minimal prediction errors of the model. After training
the model, the learned range index calculates the errors by taking the difference between the actual
and predicted positions of each key and stores the maximum and minimum. For a record with
key k, its position must fall in [pred(𝑘) + err min , pred(𝑘) + err max ], where pred(𝑘) is the predicted
position. Therefore, to lookup a record, the learned range index uses binary search within such
range. We refer to the logarithmic span of the binary search range, log2 (max_err − min_err + 1),
as the error bound.
2.1.3 The Learned Hash Index. The learned hash index is a separate chaining hash index with
linked lists. Instead of maximizing the randomness of the hash function, the learned hash index
places records according to the learned CDFs to minimize conflicts. Given the CDF 𝐹 , a learned
hash function ℎ can be expressed as 𝐹 (key) × 𝑀, where 𝑀 is the size of the bucket array. If the CDF
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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Fig. 1. The learned range index throughput normalized to stx::Btree. The numbers are stx::Btree’s absolute
throughputs in MOPS. The learned range index uses 10k models in 2-staged RMI where both stages use linear
models. stx::Btree uses the default fanout, 16.

is perfectly learned, no conflict exists, and each key is hashed to positions in sorted order. However,
learned CDFs have errors. Conflicting records are stored in the linked lists associated with buckets.
2.1.4 Advantages of the Learned Index. To demonstrate their advantages, we evaluate both the
learned range index and the learned hash index. For the learned range index, we evaluated different
dataset sizes under a normal distribution and compared it against stx::Btree [3], an open-sourced
B-tree (Figure 1). The learned range index can outperform stx::Btree with large datasets (≥ 10k)
due to small binary search costs, while with small datasets, its performance is limited by the model
computation cost. For example, when the dataset size is 100, the learned range index spends much
time on model computation (20 ns out of 42 ns). In contrast, stx::Btree only needs 25 ns to traverse
two nodes for each query. When the dataset size increases, the learned range index’s binary search
cost increases much slower than stx::Btree’s query time and its model computation cost is constant.
For example, when dataset size increases from 1M to 10M, the learned range index’s binary search
time only grows 37% (68 ns to 94 ns) and the error bound increases from 4.7 to 6.6. However,
stx::Btree’s query time increases by 92% (207 ns to 399ns). Therefore, the learned range index has
better performance than stx::Btree with larger datasets. For the learned hash index, we evaluated
with linear (Table 3) dataset and compared it against std::unordered_map, the hash map in C++
Standard Library. The learned hash index can efficiently reduce the conflict rate by 50× (from 35%
to 0.7%). As a result, for 8-byte value, the learned hash index can reduce the memory footprint by
26% (3.7GB v.s. 5.0GB).
The performance advantage of the learned index is tightly coupled with the data distribution
and the type of learning models. Together they decide the accuracy of learned CDFs and model
computation cost. When fast and small models can fit the distribution with high accuracy, the learned
indexes can enjoy a significant reduction in search space and I/Os with little model computation
cost, with little memory overhead for storing models. Otherwise, the accuracy can be low even
with large and costly models. Such characteristics differ from classic optimization techniques such
as Bloom filter [5, 7, 22, 52], which uses additional bit arrays marked by elements’ hash values, and
fractional cascading [11, 12], which uses additional pointers to shorten subsequent lookup ranges.
In these techniques, the performance gain and space overhead are less related to the underlying
data distribution and can be probabilistically estimated. More similar to the learned index are the
trie index [24] and its variants [4, 27, 61] as they leverage the data distribution through delicate
encoding to save space and search time. In contrast, the learned index uses ML models to capture
the data distribution. However, the precise relationship between the data distribution and model
accuracy for different model types is yet unknown and requires further research.
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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2.2

The Issues

Despite the performance advantage of the learned index, there are several issues that limit its
practicability.
2.2.1 Handling Updates. The learned range index does not provide an efficient method to handle
writes, especially under concurrent scenarios. Based on the current design, an intuitive solution
is to buffer all writes in a delta index, then periodically compact it with the learned range index.
The compaction includes merging the data into a new sorted data array and retraining the models.
Though straightforward, this method suffers from severe slowdown for queries. One reason is that
each request has to first go through the delta index before looking up the learned range index.
When building a learned range index with 200M records and using Masstree as the delta index,
with a workload of 10% writes, the query latency increases from 530ns to 1557ns due to the cost of
searching Masstree. Another reason is that concurrent requests are blocked by the compaction,
which is time-consuming. It takes up to 30 seconds to compact a delta index of 100k records with
the learned range index with 200M records.
A possible improvement for the above method is performing updates in-place with a nonblocking compaction scheme. When we perform updates to existing records in-place, then only
newly inserted records are in the delta index. Thus, a query can only lookup the delta index
when it fails to find a matching record in the learned range index. Meanwhile, to avoid blocking
query requests, we can compact the data asynchronously with background threads. However, the
correctness issue arises if we simply use these two methods together — the effect of updates might
be lost due to the data race with background compaction. Let us consider this example (Figure 2),
where operation op1 updates record r1 in-place and operation op2 concurrently merges the delta
index with the learned range index into a new data array. With the following interleaving, op1 ’s
update to r1 will be lost due to the concurrent compaction: 1) op2 starts the compaction and copies
r1 to the new array; 2) op1 updates r1 in the old array; 3) op2 finishes the compaction, updates the
data array, and retrains the model.
2.2.2 Dependence on Workload Characteristics. The learned range index’s performance is tied
closely to workload characteristics, including both data and query distributions. This is because
the lookup efficiency depends on the error bounds of specific leaf stage models activated for the
queries. Meanwhile, the error bounds of different models vary. As a result, the learned range index
can have worse performance than B-tree with certain workloads. Table 1 shows the performance
of the learned range index and stx::Btree under both uniform and skewed query distributions on
the osm dataset (details in Section 6). Under the uniform query distribution, all keys have the same
chance to be accessed. Under the skewed query distribution, 95% queries access 5% hot records, and
the hot records of each workload reside in different ranges. “Skewed 1” chooses hot keys from the
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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Systems

Workloads
Skewed 1

Skewed 2

Skewed 3

Uniform

1.84
1.57
15.71

1.86
3.71
5.87

1.83
1.41
19.52

1.16
2.38
6.95

stx::Btree
learned index
Error bound

Table 1. Performance of stx::Btree and the learned index under different query distributions on the OSM
dataset. Throughputs are shown in MOPS. Error bound refers to the average error bound weighted by models’
access frequencies.

94th to 99th percentiles of the sorted data array. “Skewed 2” chooses from the 35th to 40th, while
“Skewed 3” chooses from the 95th to 100th.
The learned range index has better performance than stx::Btree under the workloads of “Skewed
2” and “Uniform,” but is outperformed under “Skewed 1” and “Skewed 3.” This is because under
workload “Skewed 1” and “Skewed 3,” the learned range index has much higher average error
bounds on the frequently accessed records, which hinders the query performance. The underlying
cause is that the learned range index only minimizes each model’s error individually, lacking the
consideration for model accuracy differences. Similar results can be observed in other workloads as
well (Section 6.2.3).
2.2.3 Supporting String Keys. When indexing string keys, The learned index suffers large performance degradation compared with indexing integer keys. The performance [35] is even worse
(0.78×) than traditional index structure such as B-tree. Several challenges arise for model-based
indexes under string keys. First, the model computation cost increases dramatically along with
the key length. For instance, the linear model’s computation time increases from 16 ns to 400 ns
when the key length grows from 8 bytes to 128 bytes. Second, the model errors increase with the
increasing of key length. With the random dataset, the error bound of a linear model increases
from 24 to 67 when the key length increases from 8 bytes to 128 bytes. Although using complicated
models such as neural networks can reduce the errors, this method has high inference and training
costs because of the complexity. Third, it also takes a cost to perform the search on string keys.
This is because the comparison cost of two keys is proportional to the key length. With the above
example, it takes 1370 ns for the 128-byte key while only 590 ns for the 8-byte key.
2.2.4 Resizing the Learned Hash Index. The learned hash index has to block all update requests
during resizing, which significantly degrades its performance. To resize the index, the learned hash
index retrains the model with current data and then rehashes the data using the new model into a
new bucket array. To avoid losing concurrent updates due to data races, the learned hash index
needs to block all updates during resizing. To evaluate blocking cost, we resize a learned hash index
for linear dataset from 100M buckets to 150M buckets. The total blocking time is 160s. 33% of the
cost comes from model training, while 67% comes from the rehashing.
3

XINDEX FOR RANGE INDEXES

XIndex-R adopts a two-layer architecture design (Figure 3). The top layer contains a root node which
indexes all group nodes in the bottom layer. The data is divided into groups by range partitioning.
The root node uses a learned RMI model to index the groups. Each group node uses learned linear
models to index its data. For writes, XIndex-R performs updates in-place on existing records, and
associates each group with a delta index to buffer insertions.
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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XIndex-R introduces a new compaction scheme, Two-Phase Compaction (Section 3.1.3), to
compact the delta index conditionally. The compaction is performed one group at a time in the
background and does not block any concurrent operations. The compaction has two phases: the
merge phase and the copy phase. In the merge phase, XIndex-R merges the current data array and
delta index into a new data array. Instead of directly copying the data, XIndex-R maintains data
references in the new data array. Each reference points to records being compacted, residing in
either the old data array or the delta index. After ensuring no accesses on the old data array through
an RCU barrier, XIndex-R performs the copy phase. It replaces each reference in the new data array
with the real value. Considering the previous example (Figure 2) with Two-Phase Compaction in
Figure 4, after the merge phase, the new data array contains references (e.g., 𝑝 1 ) to each record
(e.g., 𝑟 1 ). If there is a concurrent writer which updates 𝑟 1 to 𝑟 1′ , the writer can safely proceed as the
record is already referenced in the new data array. After an RCU barrier, no thread will access the
old data array anymore. XIndex-R replaces 𝑝 1 with 𝑟 1′ in the copy phase.
XIndex-R is able to adjust its structure according to runtime workload characteristics (Section 3.3).
At runtime, if some group incurs high prediction error, XIndex-R adds more linear models in that
group with “model split” to improve the inference accuracy. If a group has too many models or its
delta index is too large, XIndex-R performs group split — replacing the group with two new groups,
each containing the half data of the old group. XIndex-R also performs model merge and group
merge, if the merging does not affect the prediction accuracy. Furthermore, if there are too many
groups, XIndex-R retrains the RMI model of the root node and may adjust its structure to improve
the accuracy.
3.1

The Basic Algorithm

3.1.1 The Data Structure. XIndex-R maintains three basic structures — record_t, root_t, and group_t,
for the record, the root node, and the group node, respectively (Algorithm 1).
The record_t is the basic representation of the data. It includes the key (key), the record data
(val), and some metadata. The is_ptr flag indicates whether val is the actual value or a memory
reference. The removed flag is set when a record is logically removed. The lock and version are
concurrency control information, which ensures execution exclusiveness of concurrent operations.
The root_t contains the groups’ information and an RMI model. The group information includes
each group’s address (groups), their smallest keys (pivots), and the total number of groups (group_n).
The RMI model (rmi) is used to predict the group with a given key. It is trained with elements in
pivots and their indexes, {(pivots[𝑖], 𝑖) | 𝑖 = 0, . . . , group_n − 1}. In the current design, XIndex-R
uses a two-stage RMI architecture solely consisting of linear models. The number of models in its
second stage is adjustable at runtime (Section 3.3).
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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Algorithm 1: The structure of XIndex-R.
1
2
3
4
5

struct root_t:
rmi_t rmi;
uint32_t group_n;
key_t pivots[];
group_t* groups[];

12
13
14
15
16
17

6
7
8
9
10
11

struct record_t:
key_t key;
val_t val;
uint64_t /* composite 8 bytes */
is_ptr : 1 bit, removed : 1 bit
lock : 1 bit, version : 61 bits;

18
19
20
21

struct group_t:
key_t pivot;
bool_t buf_frozen;
uint16_t model_n;
uint32_t array_size;
model_t models[MAX_MODEL_N];
record_t data_array[];
buffer_t* buf ;
buffer_t* tmp_buf ;
group_t* next;

Algorithm 2: Get and put operations in XIndex-R.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

get(key):
group ← get_group(root, key)
pos ← get_position(group, key)
val ← EMPTY
if pos ≠ EMPTY then
val ← read_record(group.data_array[pos])
if val = EMPTY then
val ← get_from_buffer(group.buf , key)
if val = EMPTY ∧ group.tmp_buf ≠ NULL then
val ← get_from_buffer(group.tmp_buf , key)
return val
put(key, val):
retry:

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

group ← get_group(key)
pos ← get_position(group, key)
if pos ≠ EMPTY ∧
update_record(group.data_array[pos], val) then
return
if group.buf _frozen = FALSE then
upsert_to_buffer(group.buf , key, val)
else
if update_in_buffer(group.buf , key, val) then
return
if group.tmp_buf = NULL then
goto retry
upsert_to_buffer(group.tmp_buf , key, val)

The group_t has three basic components: the data, the models, and the delta index. For the data,
all records indexed by the group is continuously stored in data_array. Each group uses at least
one linear model to index the record in data_array, and the models are maintained in models. The
model_t includes parameters of the linear model and the smallest key of the model’s belonging
data range. The buf is the delta index, which buffers all insertions. During compaction, buf_frozen
is set to be true and buf is frozen. The tmp_buf serves as a temporary delta index, which buffers
all insertions temporarily during the compaction. The next pointer is used by group split operation
(Section 3.1.4). For optimization purposes, the group_t maintains its smallest key in a separate
variable, pivot.
3.1.2 Basic Operations. XIndex-R provides basic index interfaces — get, put, remove, and scan
(Algorithm 2). All operations first use the root to find the corresponding group (Lines 2 and 14),
then look up the position of the requested record in data_array with the given key (Lines 3 and 15).
After then, their procedures diverge.
To find the corresponding group (get_group), XIndex-R first predicts a group number with the
RMI model in the root node (root.rmi). Then, it corrects the group number with binary search
the root.pivots within an error-bounded range. After finding a candidate group, it needs to check
ACM Trans. Storage, Vol. 18, No. 8, Article 8. Publication date: February 2022.
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Algorithm 3: Two-Phase Compaction
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

compact(group):
/* phase 1 */
group.buf _frozen ← TRUE
rcu_barrier()
group.tmp_buf ← allocate new delta index
new_group ← allocate a new group
new_group.data_array ← merge(
group.data_array, group.buf )
new_group.buf ← group.tmp_buf
train new_group’s models with its data_array

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

init new_group’s other fields
old_group ← group
atomic_update_reference(group, new_group)
rcu_barrier()
/* phase 2 */
foreach record in new_group.data_array do
replace_pointer(record)
rcu_barrier()
reclaim old_group’s memory

the group’s next pointer further. If the pointer is not NULL, it follows the pointer to find the
corresponding group by comparing group.pivot with the target key. Checking the next is necessary,
this is because some newly created group may be linked to a group’s next, and not indexed by the
root yet (Section 3.1.4).
After finding the group group, XIndex-R tries to look up the record within its data_array. It first
finds the correct linear model for the prediction. It scans the group.models and uses the first model
whose smallest key is not larger than the target key. Then, it uses the model to predict a position in
the group.data_array. Last, it corrects the position with binary search in a range bounded by the
model’s error.
After looking up data_array, the procedures diverge. For get, if XIndex-R finds a record matching
the requested key (Line 5) in data_array, then it tries to read a consistent value with helper function
read_record (Line 6). An EMPTY result indicates a logically removed record. In this case, the get
proceeds to search buf (Line 7-8), then search the temporary delta index if tmp_buf is not NULL
(Line 9-10). A get request returns as soon as a non-EMPTY result is fetched, otherwise it returns
EMPTY.
For put and remove, similar to get, if a matching record is found inside data_array, XIndex-R first
tries to update/remove the record in-place (Line 16). If XIndex-R cannot perform update/remove
in-place, then it proceeds to perform an upsert on buf (Line 19) and optionally tmp_buf (Line 25)
only if the frozen_buf flag is true (Line 18). The upsert operation updates the record in-place if a
previous version exists, and otherwise inserts a new record. For scan, XIndex-R first locates the
smallest record that is ≥ requested key, and then consistently reads n consecutive records.
We elaborate on the details of put, remove, and helper functions in conjunction with concurrent
background operations in Section 3.2 since most subtleties stem from consistency consideration.
3.1.3 Compaction. XIndex-R uses dedicated non-stop background threads to compact data arrays
with delta indexes4 . Compaction is performed one group at a time to isolate the performance impact
to other groups. To ensure consistency in face of concurrent operations (Section 2.2), XIndex-R
divides the compaction into two phases, merge phase and copy phase (Algorithm 3).
In the merge phase, XIndex-R merges a group’s data_array and buf into a new sorted array
where values are pointers to existing records. XIndex-R first sets the old group’s buf_frozen flag
to stop newly issued puts inserting to buf (Line 2). Then XIndex-R initializes tmp_buf to buffer
insertions during compaction (Line 4). Afterward, it creates a new group (Line 5) and merges the
old group’s data_array and buf into the new group’s data_array (Line 6). In new_group.data_array,
4 This might lead to data arrays being compacted with relatively small delta indexes. In this case, compaction is still performed

as it helps keep the delta index consistently small, which is beneficial for lookup performance.
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Algorithm 4: The group split operation in XIndex-R.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
split(group):
/* step 1 */
15
g𝑎′ , g𝑏′ ← allocate 2 new group
g𝑎′ .{data_array, buf } ← group.{data_array, buf } 16
g𝑏′ ..{data_array, buf } ← group.{data_array, buf } 17
g𝑎′ .pivot ← group.pivot
18
g𝑏′ .pivot ← group.data_array[group.array_size / 2]19
g𝑎′ .next ← g𝑏′
20
21
init other fields of g𝑎′ and g𝑏′
22
old_group ← group
′
23
atomic_update_reference(group, g𝑎 )
{g𝑎′ , g𝑏′ }.buf_frozen ← TRUE
24
rcu_barrier()
25
′
′
{g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.tmp_buf ← allocate new delta indexes
26
/* step 2.1, merge phase */
27

g𝑎 , g𝑏 ← allocate 2 new groups
tmp_array ← merge(old_group.data_array,
old_group.buf )
{g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.data_array ← split(tmp_array, g𝑏′ .pivot)
{g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.buf ← {g𝑎′ , g𝑏′ }.tmp_buf
train {g𝑎 , g𝑏 }’s models with {g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.data_array
{g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.pivot ← {g𝑎′ , g𝑏′ }.pivot
g𝑎 .next ← g𝑏
init g𝑎 ’s and g𝑏 ’s other fields
atomic_update_reference(group, g𝑎 )
rcu_barrier()
/* step 2.2, copy phase */
foreach record in {g𝑎 , g𝑏 }.data_array do
replace_pointer(record)
rcu_barrier()
reclaim {old_group, g𝑎′ , g𝑏′ }’s memory

the value of each record is the reference to the corresponding record in either group.data_array or
group.buf, and the is_ptr flag of each record is set to be TRUE. During merging, XIndex-R skips the
logically removed records. The old group’s tmp_buf is reused as the new group’s buf (Line 7). After
training linear models (Line 8) and initializing the remaining metadata of the new group (Line 9),
XIndex-R atomically replaces the old group with the new one by changing the group reference in
root’s groups (Line 11).
In the copy phase, XIndex-R replaces each reference in the new group’s data_array with the latest
record value (Line 14). The replacement is performed atomically with helper function replace_pointer
(Algorithm 5). XIndex-R uses rcu_barrier (Line 15) to wait for each worker to process one request,
so the old group will not be accessed after the barrier. Then it can safely reclaim the old group’s
memory resources (Line 16). To implement rcu_barrier, each worker thread is required to maintain
a version that gets incremented after finishing each operation. Invoking rcu_barrier causes the
background thread to scan through these version twice, checking that each has been incremented
which indicates concurrent operations active at the invocation time have finished.
Though the idea of compacting buffered writes in background commonly seen in LSM tree-based
systems is not new [1, 32, 44, 49, 54, 57, 59], our compaction scheme is fundamentally different from
theirs. Unlike LSM tree-based systems where compacted data is read-only, we allow concurrent
in-place updates during compaction, so that read operations do not need always to visit the delta
index (an analogy for smaller levels in LSM tree). This design decision creates challenges of ensuring
immediate visibility of committed puts and preserving them after compaction, which are addressed
by Two-Phase Compaction.
3.1.4 Structure Updates. XIndex-R adapts its structure to dynamic workloads at runtime (Section 3.3) with model split/merge, group split/merge, and root update operations.
Model split and model merge. XIndex-R supports splitting and merging models within a group
to improve lookup efficiency. For model split, XIndex-R first clones the group node. Both group
nodes reference the same data_array and buf. Then, it increments the new node’s model_n, evenly
reassigns the group’s data to each model, and retrains all models. At last, XIndex-R atomically
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Fig. 5. Group split and group merge operations are performed similarly as Two-Phase Compaction.

updates the group reference in root’s groups to the new group. For model merge, it essentially
performs a reverse procedure of model split.
Group split. To avoid blocking other operations, XIndex-R uses two steps to split a group’s data
evenly into two groups (Algorithm 4). It uses a similar scheme as Two-Phase Compaction to
allow concurrent modification during performing group split, which is shown in Figure 5a. In
step 1, XIndex-R creates two logical groups. They share the data and delta index, but each has its
own temporary delta index. As a result, both groups can buffer the insertion in their temporary
delta indexes during the split. In detail, XIndex-R creates g𝑎′ and g𝑏′ (Line 2). They share the same
data_array and buf with the old group (Line 3) but have different pivot keys (Line 5-6). XIndex-R
links g𝑏′ to g𝑎′ ’s next field (Line 7) and replaces the old group with g𝑎′ in root’s groups (Line 10).
Last, XIndex-R sets the buf_frozen flag (Line 11) and allocates tmp_buf for g𝑎′ and g𝑏′ (Line 13).
In step 2, XIndex-R physically divides the data into two groups. Similar to compaction, this step
has two phases. In the merge phase, XIndex-R first merges the old group’s data_array and buf
into tmp_array (Line 15). Then, it splits the tmp_array with the key of g𝑏′ .pivot, and initializes two
new groups, g𝑎 and g𝑏 accordingly (Line 16). It also reuses the tmp_buf of g𝑎′ (g𝑏′ ) as the buf of g𝑎
(g𝑏 )[Line 17]. In the copy phase, for each group, the references in data_array are replaced with
real values (Line 25). Last, XIndex-R links g𝑏 at g𝑎 .next (Line 20) and replaces g𝑎′ with g𝑎 in root’s
groups (Line 22).
Group merge. XIndex-R merges two consecutive groups’ data into one new group to reduce
the cost to lookup groups. As shown in Figure 5b, similar to group split, data is merged in two
phases. In the merge phase, both groups’ data_arrays and buf s are merged together while inserts
are buffered in a single shared tmp_buf. In the copy phase, the merged references are replaced with
concrete values. Finally, among the two consecutive groups in root’s groups, the former is replaced
with the new group and the latter is marked as NULL, which will be skipped by get_group. For
brevity, we omit the pseudocode for group merge.
Root update. XIndex-R flattens root’s groups to reduce pointer access cost, retrains, and conditionally adjusts the RMI model to improve prediction accuracy. For root update, XIndex-R creates a
new root node with a flattened groups and retrains the RMI model. After a new root is initialized,
XIndex-R replaces the global root pointer atomically.
3.2

Handling Concurrency

XIndex-R achieves high scalability on the multicore platform using Two-Phase Compaction, along
with classic techniques such as fine-grained locking [4, 45, 58], optimistic concurrency control [8–
10, 45], and RCU [46]. We first discuss the coordination between writers that ensures execution
exclusiveness (Section 3.2.1), then discuss how readers can always fetch a consistent result with concurrent writers (Section 3.2.2). Afterward, we discuss the interleaving with concurrent background
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Algorithm 5: Helper functions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
else if ¬rec.removed then
read_record(rec):
17
rec.val ← val; succ ← TRUE
while TRUE do
18
rec.version++
ver ← rec.ver
unlock(rec.lock)
removed, is_ptr, val ← rec.{removed, is_ptr, val} 19
20
return succ
if ¬rec.lock ∧ rec.version = ver then
if removed then
val ← empty
21 replace_pointer(rec):
else if is_ptr then
22
lock(rec.lock)
val ← read_record(DEREF(val))
23
ref.val ← read_record(DEREF(rec.val))
return val
24
if ref.val = empty then
25
rec.removed ← TRUE
update_record(rec, val):
26
rec.is_ptr
← FALSE
lock(rec.lock)
27
rec.version++
succ ← FALSE
28
unlock(rec.lock)
if rec.is_ptr then

succ ← update_record(DEREF(rec.val), val)

operations (Section 3.2.3) and provide a proof sketch of the correctness condition (Section 3.2.4).
The formal proof can be found in the extended version5 .
For brevity, we treat remove as a special put, which updates existing records’ removed flag.
We further omit group merge and root update in the discussion, as the reasoning resembles
compaction’s and group split’s. In XIndex-R, compaction and structure updates are performed by
dedicated background threads sharing no conflicts, thus avoiding concurrency issues due to their
interleavings.
3.2.1 Writer-Writer Coordination. XIndex-R ensures that conflicting writers, put/removes with
the same key, will execute exclusively with the per-record lock in data_array and the concurrent
delta index. All writers first try to update a matching record in data_array (Line 16, Algorithm 2),
and the per-record lock is acquired to prevent interleaving with concurrent writers (Line 12,
Algorithm 5). If updating data_array is not feasible, writers then operate on the delta index (Line 19,
Algorithm 2), protected by a single read-write lock in the basic version. We improve its scalability
with fine-grained concurrency control as an optimization (Section 3.5).
3.2.2 Writer-Reader Coordination. XIndex-R ensures readers can always fetch a consistent result
in the face of concurrent writers with locks and versions in data_array and the concurrent delta
index. A get first tries to read a value from data_array (Line 6, Algorithm 2). It snapshots the
version number before reading the value (Line 3, Algorithm 5). After the value is fetched (Line 4,
Algorithm 5), get validates if the lock is being held (to detect concurrent writer) and if the current
version number matches the snapshot (to detect inconsistent or stale result)[Line 5, Algorithm 5].
If the validation fails, the get repeats the procedure until a successful validation, so the result is
consistent and the latest. If reading from data_array is not feasible, it then tries to read from the
delta index (Line 8, Algorithm 2). This reader-retry synchronization method is introduced in [21],
and similar ideas are exploited in [36, 37]. The concurrent delta index with a single read-write lock
ensures the fetched result is consistent.
5 https://ipads.se.sjtu.edu.cn/_media/publications/xindex_extended.pdf
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3.2.3 Interleaving with Background Operations. With the presence of background operations,
XIndex-R ensures that the effects of writers are preserved and can always be correctly observed by
readers. Space constraints preclude a full discussion, but we mention two important conditions:
(1) no successful put will be lost, and (2) no duplicate records (records with the same key) will be
created6 .
To ensure no lost put, the key is to perform data movement in two phases, the merge phase
and the copy phase, to preserve concurrent modifications. During the merge phase, all records
in the old group’s data_array and buf can be correctly referenced in the new group’s data_array.
This is because both the data_array and buf of the old group are read- and update-only, as the
buf_frozen flag forbids insertions (Line 2, Algorithm 3 and Line 11, Algorithm 4). In the copy phase,
those references can be atomically replaced with latest values by replace_pointer, since it uses
the per-record lock to coordinate with concurrent writers (Line 22, Algorithm 5). To ensure all
concurrent writers use the same lock, XIndex-R places rcu_barrier before the copy phase (Line 12,
Algorithm 3 and Line 23, Algorithm 4), which waits for each writer (and reader) to process one
request. Therefore, later conflicting puts will not reference the old group’s data_array. In addition,
concurrent inserts are preserved in the shared temporary delta index (Line 7, Algorithm 3 and
Line 17, Algorithm 4).
To ensure no duplicate records, XIndex-R avoids insertions to different delta indexes, namely buf
and tmp_buf. XIndex-R only initializes tmp_buf until all writers observe a frozen buf using the
rcu_barrier (Line 2-4, Algorithm 3 and Line 11-13, Algorithm 4). Therefore, whenever tmp_buf is
used to serve requests, the buf is sure to be read- and update-only.
3.2.4 Proof Sketch of Linearizability. The correctness condition of XIndex-R can be described as “a
get(k) must observe the latest committed put(k, v),” namely, linearizability [28]. XIndex-R formally
provides the correctness condition by ensuring the following inductive invariants. (𝐼 1 ) If there is a
put(k, v) committed, then there is exactly one record with key k in XIndex-R; (𝐼 2 ) If there is a record
with key k in XIndex-R, then its value equals the value of the last committed put(k, v); and (𝐼 3 ) If
there is a record with key k in XIndex-R when a get commits, then the get returns the value of the
record.
For 𝐼 1 , in addition to no duplicate records guarantee we discussed in Section 3.2.3, XIndex-R
ensures that a new record will be created by put if no record currently exists yet. This is obvious
as such put will invoke insert_buffer (Lines 19 and 25, Algorithm 2), and the concurrent delta
index will handle the record creation. For 𝐼 2 , the key is to ensure that no put will be lost, as
we discussed in Section 3.2.3. For 𝐼 3 , the key is to let get and put have the same lookup order
(data_array→buf →tmp_buf ). Since only the last place (buf when tmp_buf is null, otherwise
tmp_buf ) is insertable, a get returning an empty result only indicates that the put that creates the
record has not yet finished. Therefore, a get can fetch the value correctly.
3.3

Adjusting XIndex-R at Runtime

To reduce the performance variation, XIndex-R adjusts its structure according to runtime workload
characteristics. The basic idea is to keep both error bound and delta index size small with structure
update operations (model split/merge, group split/merge, and root update). Several background
threads periodically check error bound and delta index size of each group and perform corresponding
operations accordingly (Table 2 and Figure 6).
First, XIndex-R leverages model split to lower the error bound and model merge to reduce the
cost of traversing a group’s models array. Specifically, when a model’s error bound is greater than
6 Duplicate

records do not directly violate correctness, as long as XIndex-R enforces a freshness ordering, data_array ≽ buf
≽ tmp_buf, where data_array has the latest version. However, doing so requires non-trivial efforts.
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Fig. 6. Dynamic adjustment procedure illustration.
Operations

Trigger Condition

a. Model Split
b. Model Merge
c. Group Split
d. Group Split
e. Group Merge
f. Root Update

Error bound > 𝑒 and the number of models < 𝑚
Error bound ≤ 𝑒 × 𝑓 and the number of models > 1
Error bound > 𝑒 and the number of models = 𝑚
Buffer size > 𝑠
The number of models = 1 and error bound ≤ 𝑒 × 𝑓 and buf ≤ 𝑠 × 𝑓
When groups are created and/or removed
Table 2. Conditions for structure update operations.

the error bound threshold (𝑒, specified by the user) and the model number of the corresponding
group is less than the model number threshold (𝑚, specified by the user), XIndex-R will do model
split (Figure 6-a). When a model’s error bound is less than or equal to 𝑒 × 𝑓 and the model number
of the corresponding group is greater than one, XIndex-R will perform model merge (Figure 6-b).
𝑓 ∈ (0, 1) is a tolerance factor specified by the user.
When a model’s error bound is greater than 𝑒, but the model number of the corresponding group
equals 𝑚, XIndex-R will perform group split (Figure 6-c). Besides, if a group’s delta index size is
greater than the delta index size threshold (𝑠, specified by the user), XIndex-R will also split the
group (Figure 6-d). To reduce the cost of locating a group in the root, XIndex-R performs group
merge (Figure 6-e) when the following conditions hold — for two neighboring groups, 1) they both
only have one model and the model’s error bounds are less than or equal to 𝑒 × 𝑓 ; and 2) their delta
index sizes are both less than or equal to 𝑠 × 𝑓 .
XIndex-R periodically updates the root to reduce the access cost. Specifically, XIndex-R first
checks all groups and perform model split/merge and group split/merge accordingly. If there is any
group created or removed, XIndex-R then performs root update (Figure 6-f). During root update, if
the average error bound is greater than 𝑒, XIndex-R will increase the number of 2nd stage models
of root’s 2-stage RMI7 . If the average error bound is less than or equal to 𝑒 × 𝑓 , XIndex-R reduces
models.
3.4

Supporting String Keys

To solve the performance issue under string keys, XIndex-R adopts three important design choices
tailored for string keys. First, XIndex-R uses partial keys to reduce both model computation and
comparison costs (Section 3.4.1). The partial keys are order-preserving substrings of original keys
that uniquely identify each record within a group. An efficient algorithm is used to compute partial
keys. Second, XIndex-R leverages a greedy grouping strategy to adaptively partition keys into
7 The

number of models stops increasing when it reaches a given limit.
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Algorithm 6: Computing partial keys.
1
2

3
4
5
6

7

partial_key(keys):
pl ← cpl(0, keys[0], keys[0].len, keys[1],
keys[1].len)
max_prefix ← pl
for i ← 2 to keys.size do
pl ← cpl(0, keys[i-1], pl, keys[i], keys[i].len)
l ← cpl(pl, keys[i-1], keys[i-1].len, keys[i],
keys[i].len)
max_prefix ← max(max_prefix, pl + l)

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

end for
el ← max_prefix - pl
return pl, el
cpl(s, k1, len1, k2, len2): /* common prefix length */
for i ← s to min(len1, len2) do
if k1[i] ≠ k2[i] then
return i - s
end for
return min(len1, len2) - s

different groups (Section 3.4.2). After partitioning, each group contains a maximal number of
keys, which keeps the group’s model error and partial key length under specified thresholds. This
partition scheme improves XIndex-R by reducing the number of groups and hence the indexing
burden of the root. Third, XIndex-R uses piecewise linear models instead of an RMI model in
the root node to index groups (Section 3.4.3). Using piecewise linear models helps XIndex-R gain
control on indexing the key range of each model. As a result, partial keys and greedy grouping
strategy can be reused for the root.
3.4.1 Partial Keys. In each group, XIndex-R extracts partial keys for model computation and
comparisons. Informally, partial keys are the shortest fixed-length substrings of the keys within the
group, which (1) have stripped off common prefixes, and (2) remain distinguishable from each other
with respect to their original ordering. Specifically, for any key in a group, denoted as 𝑘, the partial
key is 𝑘[pl:pl + el], which is an el-length substring, starting at the zero-based index pl. The pl is
the longest common prefix length among keys in the group, and the el is the effective key length
defined below. The effective key length is the shortest prefix length among the stripped keys, keys
with first pl characters removed, that still maintains uniqueness within one group.
Algorithm 6 summarizes the procedure for identifying the partial key of a sorted key array. Given
a sorted key array, XIndex-R first initializes the prefix length as the common prefix length of the first
two keys, using the helper function common_prefix_len (Line 2). common_prefix_len returns the
common prefix length of the substrings of input keys k1 and k2, starting at 𝑠 (Line 1-16). Afterward,
XIndex-R iterates over the sorted key array with a for loop to calculate the longest common prefix
of all the keys, pl, and the longest common prefix length of two adjacent keys, max_prefix. Within
a loop, let k be the key being examined, XIndex-R updates pl to be the prefix length between the
existing common prefix among already examined keys and 𝑘 (Line 5). max_prefix is updated to
be the common prefix length between the current key and its previous key, pl + l, if this value is
larger than the previous one (Line 6-7). Finally, the effective length is calculated by max_prefix − pl
(Line 9).
XIndex-R benefits from partial keys in two ways. First, partial keys improve the efficiency of
both model computation and model training: XIndex-R directly tokenizes partial keys into feature
vectors, resulting in shorter feature length and hence reduced arithmetic computation. Second,
the binary search overhead is reduced as well. XIndex-R uses the partial key for key comparison
because of the uniqueness and order preservation of each partial key. Hence, the comparison cost
is, to a great extent, diminished.
Other systems have also exploited the idea of indexing using substrings of keys. [6] uses a similar
partial key design to reduce the comparison cost of B-tree. However, its partial keys are computed
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Algorithm 7: The greedy grouping strategy.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

greedy_grouping(keys, et, pt, fs, bs): /* fs > bs */
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 ← EMPTY
while 𝑖 < 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠.size do
cur_grp ← EMPTY; err ← 0; par_len ← 0
while err < et and par_len < pt do
records ← retrieve next fs records
𝑖 ← 𝑖 + fs
add records to cur_grp
train models on cur_grp
err ← average_error(cur_grp)
par_len ← partial_key(cur_grp.key_array)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

end while
while err > et or par_len > pt do
𝑖 ← 𝑖 − bs
remove last bs records from cur_grp
train model on cur_grp
err ← average_error(cur_grp)
par_len ← partial_key(cur_grp.key_array)
end while
add cur_grp to 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠
end while
return 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠

and stored for each consecutive key pairs, while we only compute and store two parameters, pl and
el, for each group, which usually serves hundreds to thousands of keys. Furthermore, we adjust
the grouping with heuristics to fully utilize the computed partial key information (Section 3.4.2).
Meanwhile, storage systems commonly use fixed-length prefixes of keys for indexing to save space
and reduce I/O cost [39, 50].
3.4.2 A Greedy Grouping Strategy. XIndex-R greedily range-partitions data into different groups
to ensure that the partial key length and model errors are under specified thresholds. Algorithm 7
depicts this greedy strategy of grouping data in XIndex-R. User-specified parameters are used to
fine-tune XIndex-R: the error threshold et, the partial key length threshold pt, the forward step
size fs, and the backward step size bs. XIndex-R iterates over all the records. During the iteration,
it determines whether to add fs records into the current group or remove bs records from the
current group according to the two thresholds, et and pt. Specifically, each time XIndex-R moves
forwards, it first adds the next fs records to the current group (Line 6-8). Then XIndex-R trains a
linear model on the current group to get the average error (Line 9-10) and uses Algorithm 6 to
compute the length of the partial key (Line 11). It continues to move forwards as long as both the
model error and partial key length are smaller than their respective thresholds. The last forward
step can cause the violation of thresholds; therefore XIndex-R uses backward steps for alleviation.
For each backward step, XIndex-R removes the most recently added bs records from the current
group (Line 15). It repeats backward steps until both the model error restriction and partial key
length restriction are restored (Line 13).
3.4.3 Using Piecewise Linear Model in the Root. XIndex-R uses piecewise linear models in the
root node to index groups. Piecewise linear models are a series of linear models. Each model is
responsible for serving requests of non-overlapping key ranges. At training time, these linear
models are trained using group pivots. XIndex-R exploits the same greedy grouping algorithm to
determine assignment of group pivots to each model, which in turn determines the key range of
each model. Then it applies the partial key in each model. At inference time, XIndex-R uses binary
search to find responsible linear models for requests.
XIndex-R chooses piecewise linear models instead of the RMI model for two reasons. First, in
RMI, two pivots distant with each other can be assigned to the same leaf model, which results in a
large span in the key range of the leaf model. The larger span the key range has, the less chance
XIndex-R has to remove common prefix for the model, and hence less performance improvement
from partial keys. Second, in practice, multiple stages of linear models in RMI causes a significant
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increase in computational overhead for string keys. This increase cancels off the benefits of reduced
model error brought by RMI, leading to no improvement for the overall performance. For a specific
case, after adding another layer, binary search time is reduced from 1291 ns to 1091 ns, but the
inference time increases from 227 ns to 616 ns.
3.5

Optimizations

3.5.1 A Scalable Delta Index. In the basic version, XIndex-R uses stx::Btree protected by a global
read-write lock as its delta index. This limits the scalability when concurrent threads perform
operations (e.g., get and put) on the same group. We did not adopt the designs of existing concurrent
index structures such as Bayer and Schkolnick’s B-tree [2], Foster B-tree [26], and Masstree [45]
due to performance consideration. Bayer and Schkolnick’s B-tree and Foster B-tree use fine-grained
read-write locks to protect each node, introducing performance overhead on index lookup. For
the Masstree, it employs additional mechanisms to support multiple variable length values for
each key, which incurs performance penalty. Moreover, the epoch-based memory reclamation in
Masstree leads to high tail latency. Thus, we implement a more light-weight and scalable structure
as the delta index: it uses optimistic concurrency control to protect read accesses on each node, and
fine-grained locks for write. It doesn’t physically remove deleted nodes from the structure. Instead,
it reclaims the memory of the entire structure after the compaction.
3.5.2 Fast Sequential Insertions. Sequential insertion is a common pattern in real-world workloads,
such as periodically checkpointing. For such cases, the user can provide hints to XIndex-R so that
XIndex-R can pre-allocate space to allow appending records directly to data_array and conditionally
retrain models. Specifically, each group maintains an additional capacity field and a per-group lock.
Only when XIndex-R detects the sequential insertion pattern, will it use the lock to coordinate
concurrent sequential insertions. Otherwise, the lock is not used, so the scalability of XIndex-R is
intact. Since many sequential insertion workloads have relatively static data distribution, XIndex-R
only retrains models when the current model cannot generalize to newly appended data, namely,
when the error bound exceeds the threshold.
3.5.3 Model Inference with SIMD. To accelerate model inference, XIndex-R exploits SIMD instructions to perform model computation. Specifically, XIndex-R uses _mm256_fmadd_pd in FMA to
perform the fused multiply-add operation of every four 8-byte floating-point numbers in one
instruction. XIndex-R will fall back to the conventional way — one multiplication at a time — for
dot product when the feature length is less than four.

root node

XINDEX FOR HASH INDEXES

group nodes

4

Model
Group Pointers

Model
Bucket Array
...

Group2 ...

Groupn

...

Fig. 7. The architecture of XIndex-H.
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Algorithm 8: The structure of XIndex-H.
1
2
3
4

struct root_t:
model_t root_model;
uint32_t group_n;
group_t* groups[];

11
12
13
14
15

5
6
7
8
9
10

struct group_t:
bool_t frozen;
uint32_t bucket_num;
model_t model;
bucket_t bucket_arr[];
group_t* tmp_group;

16
17
18

struct bucket_t:
chain_t* chain;
key_t key;
val_t val;
uint64_t /* composite 8 bytes */
uninitialized : 1 bit
is_ptr : 1 bit, removed : 1 bit
lock : 1 bit, version : 60 bits;

To improve the efficiency of the learned hash index, we propose the design of XIndex-H. Figure 7
gives the architecture of XIndex-H. XIndex-H adopts a two-layer design, which is similar to XIndexR. The top layer contains a single root node that uses an ML model to hash keys into different
groups in the bottom layer. Each group contains a bucket array, and each bucket has a linked list to
solve the hash conflicts. The groups hash keys into their buckets with linear models. Each group is
resized independently by background threads.
XIndex-H realizes non-blocking resize operations with Two-Phase Compaction. However, compared with XIndex-R, there is no “temporary delta index” in XIndex-H. Instead, during resizing,
XIndex-H directly routes insertions to the new group. XIndex-H also incorporates the designs
for string key support in XIndex-R, such as the partial key design (section 3.4.1) and the SIMD
optimization (section 3.5.3).
4.1

The Basic Algorithm

4.1.1 The Data Structure. Algorithm 8 shows the layout of XIndex-H. The root node (root_t)
includes a group pointer array groups and a linear model root_model. The root_model learns the
CDF of the key distribution and serves as the hash function to route data into different groups.
Each group node (group_t) contains a bucket array bucket_arr, a linear model model, a frozen flag,
and a pointer for the temporary group tmp_group. The model hashes data into different buckets in
the group. The frozen flag and the tmp_group pointer are for the non-blocking resize operation.
Every bucket (bucket_t) in the bucket array contains the basic record data (key, value), the compact
8-byte metadata (is_ptr, removed, uninitialized, lock, version), and a pointer to its chain (chain). The
uninitialized flag is set to true when the bucket array is allocated, which indicates a new record can
be inserted into the bucket. The chain (chain_t) is used to store conflicting data.
4.1.2 Get and Put Operations. Algorithm 9 shows the pseudocode of get and put in XIndex-H. Both
of them need to locate the corresponding group and bucket through locate_group and locate_bucket.
The locate_group uses root_model as a hash function to decide the group that serves the request,
while locate_bucket calculates the bucket for the key using the group’s model.
After locating the bucket, the get operation uses get_from_bucket and get_from_chain to fetch
the data from the bucket and its chain (Line 4-6). The get_from_bucket function works similarly as
read_record (algorithm 5), except that it (1) additionally verifies that the stored key matches the
given key, and (2) returns EMPTY if the bucket is marked uninitialized. If the target is not found, it
will further check the tmp_group’s bucket and chain (Line 7-11).
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Algorithm 9: Get and put operations in XIndex-H.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

get(key) :
group ← locate_group(root, key)
bucket ← locate_bucket(group, key)
val ← get_from_bucket(bucket, key)
if val = EMPTY then
val ← get_from_chain(bucket.chain, key)
if val = EMPTY ∧ tmp_group ≠ NULL then
bucket ← locate_bucket(tmp_group, key)
val ← get_from_bucket(bucket, key)
if val = EMPTY then
val ← get_from_chain(bucket.chain, key)
return val
put(key, val):
retry:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

group ← locate_group(root, key)
bucket ← locate_bucket(group, key)
if group.frozen = FALSE then
if ¬ upsert_to_bucket(bucket, key, val) then
upsert_to_chain(bucket.chain, key, val)
else
if update_bucket(bucket, key, val) ∨
update_chain(bucket.chain, key, val) then
return
if tmp_group = NULL then
goto retry
bucket ← locate_bucket(tmp_group, key)
if ¬ upsert_to_bucket(bucket, key, val) then
upsert_to_chain(bucket.chain, key, val)

For the put operation, XIndex-H checks the frozen flag after locating the target bucket (Line 17).
This flag indicates whether some background threads are trying to resize the hash table. If not,
XIndex-H will directly upsert the record to the bucket or its chain (Lines 18 and 19). An upsert
operation updates the record in-place if a previous version exists, and otherwise inserts a new
record. The upsert_to_bucket function works similarly as update_record (algorithm 5), except that it
(1) additionally verifies that the stored key matches the given key before update, and (2) only inserts
a new record if the bucket is marked uninitialized. If frozen is true, the put operation only performs
an in-place update to the bucket or its chain (Line 21). If the in-place update fails, indicating that a
previous version of the record does not exist, it then inserts the record into tmp_group (Line 23-27).
4.1.3 The Resizing. XIndex-H performs the resize operation asynchronously to avoid blocking get
and put operations. Several background threads periodically check the load factor of each group
and perform the resize if necessary. To resize a group, XIndex-H increases the bucket array size
when the load factor is larger than a given threshold upper_lf, and shrinks the array size if the load
factor is smaller than another threshold lower_lf.
To avoid blocking the concurrent updates, XIndex-H leverages the Two-Phase Compaction to
resize the hash table in the background. Algorithm 10 gives the resize algorithm in detail. Resizing a
given group includes two phases. In the first phase, it creates a new group with all existing records.
However, each record’s value is the pointer instead of real content, which points to the content
in the old group. In detail, XIndex-H first retrieves all keys to train a new model (Line 2). The
model is trained at the beginning because rehashing data into the new group depends on the new
model, whereas XIndex-R trains the new model after the new group’s data is ready in order to
calculate the precise error bounds. Then, it enables the frozen flag to stop inserting new data into
the old group (Line 3 in Algorithm 10, Line 17 in Algorithm 9). However, the old group can still
serve read and in-place update requests (Line 21 in Algorithm 9). After an RCU barrier, XIndex-H
allocates a new group with a bucket array of proper size (Lines 5 and 6). The new group also uses
the previously trained model (Line 7). Afterward, XIndex-H links the new group to the old group
via its tmp_group pointer. All new insertions will be routed to the tmp_group. XIndex-H then starts
to migrate the data from the old group to the new group. Instead of having the real content, the
new group maintains references of record values in the old group. After initializing the new group
with all existing records, XIndex-H atomically replaces the old group with the new group (Line 13).
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Algorithm 10: XIndex-H resizes with Two-Phase Compaction.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

resize(group, sz):
/* phase 1 */
model ← train a model with group’s keys
group.frozen ← TRUE
rcu_barrier()
new_group ← allocate a new group
new_group.bucket_arr ← allocate sz buckets
new_group.model ← model
init new_group’s other fields
group.tmp_group ← new_group

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

foreach record r in group do
insert <r.key, r.addr> into new_group
old_group ← group
atomic_update_reference(group, new_group)
rcu_barrier()
/* phase 2 */
foreach record r in new_group do
replace_pointer(r)
rcu_barrier()
reclaim old_group’s memory

In the second phase, XIndex-H replaces all value pointers in the new group with concrete values
(Lines 15 and 16). The barrier at the start of the 2nd phase ensures that all workers access the data
through the reference of the new group. Value references are replaced with real value content one
by one, protected by fine-grained locks. In the end, XIndex-H safely reclaims the old group with
the help of RCU (Line 18).
It should be noted that this two-phase resizing mechanism is general and applicable to other
hash indexes, as evidenced in [13]. Nevertheless, it can be more beneficial in the context of the
learned hash index as its additional model retraining prolongs the resize process (Section 2.2.4),
making non-blocking resize more attractive.
4.2

Handling Concurrency

XIndex-H combines Two-Phase Compaction with fine-grained locking and optimistic concurrency
control to handle concurrency correctly and efficiently. First, it uses fine-grained locks to coordinate
writers (Section 4.2.1). Second, it leverages optimistic concurrency control [8–10, 45] to guarantee
the consistent result of readers (Section 4.2.2). Moreover, Two-Phase Compaction ensures writers
and readers’ correctness when interleaving with background resize operations (Section 4.2.3). The
proof sketch is provided in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Writer-Writer Coordination. Put requests that operate on the same key will be protected by
per-bucket lock in the bucket array, and XIndex-H uses a concurrent linked list for each bucket’s
chain. All writers will first try to acquire the corresponding bucket lock via the update_bucket and
upsert_bucket function. If XIndex-H fails to update or insert into the bucket, writers operate on the
bucket’s chain. The chain itself is a concurrent data structure, which ensures the correctness under
concurrent writers.
4.2.2 Writer-Reader Coordination. The optimistic concurrency control, based on versions and
locks, guarantees that readers can always fetch a consistent result regardless of concurrent writers.
A get request first tries to read the target record from the bucket through the helper function
get_from_bucket, which is similar to read_record. It preserves the current version number first and
then copies the bucket content to its local memory. On validation, the reader ensures the consistency
of the result by checking the lock and version. Only when the lock is free and the version remains
consistent with its local copy will the reader consider the result consistent. Otherwise, it will retry.
If the target record does not exist in the bucket, the get will proceed to read from the chain. The
concurrent chain ensures the consistent results of get requests in the face of concurrent puts.
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4.2.3 Interleaving with Resize Operations. During resizing, Two-Phase Compaction ensures that (1)
the effects of the latest write are correctly preserved, and (2) readers can always fetch the preserved
records.
Similar to XIndex-R, XIndex-H achieves the first one by ensuring the following conditions: no
successful put will be lost, and no duplicate record will be created. No lost put is ensured through
the use of references during record movement. In the first phase of resizing, the old group is
read- and update-only by setting the frozen flag (Line 3). The new group contains all the records’
references (Line 11), which means the effect of a put request is visible to both the old group (by
direct accessing) and the new group (through references). In the second phase, these references
are atomically replaced with real values by replace_pointer (Line 16). The rcu_barrier before the
second phase (Line 14) guarantees that all writers will only operate on the new group at the time of
replacing pointers. The writer-writer coordination (Section 4.2.1) can correctly preserve the effects
of concurrent writers on the same group. To ensure no duplicate record, the key is to initialize
tmp_group after setting frozen flag and waiting for the first additional rcu_barrier (Line 4). After
observing the frozen flag, all writers that need to insert new records will retry until the tmp_group
is initialized (Line 24), which means no two writers will insert into the old group and the new
group at the same time.
For readers, they can always fetch the target record from either the old or the new group during
resizing. If it reads from the old group, the tmp_group pointer ensures that the inserted records are
visible. If it reads from the new group, the references in the bucket array help the reader to get the
latest value via the ger_from_bucket helper function.
4.2.4 Proof Sketch of Linearizability. XIndex-H is a linearizable data structure, which means “a
get (key) must observe the latest committed put(key,val).” To provide correctness, XIndex-H follows
the same three invariants as in XIndex-R: (𝐼 1 ) If there is a put(k, v) committed, then there is exactly
one record with key k in XIndex-H; (𝐼 2 ) If there is a record with key k in XIndex-H, then its value
equals the value of the last committed put(k, v); and (𝐼 3 ) If there is a record with key k in XIndex-H
when a get commits, then the get returns the value of the record.
The carefully crafted initialization of tmp_group ensures no duplicate record (Section 4.2.3), thus
further guarantees the exactly-one-record semantics (𝐼 1 ). The no lost put property elaborated in
Section 4.2.3 directly provides 𝐼 2 . For 𝐼 3 , in addition to the property that readers can always fetch
the preserved records during resizing mentioned in Section 4.2.3, XIndex-H also ensures that get
and put have the same lookup order (bucket_arr → chain → tmp_group). Since only the last place
is insertable at the same time (bucket when bucket is uninitialized; chain when bucket contains a
conflicting record and tmp_group is null; otherwise tmp_group), a get will not return EMPTY if
another writer has successfully inserted a record with the same key.
5

PERSISTENCE AND CRASH RECOVERY

To persist data and recover from unexpected crashes, XIndex logs operations to persistent storage and periodically creates checkpoints to speed up recovery. Our design is similar to those of
Masstree [45], Silo [56], and SiloR [62]. To avoid blocking, logs are flushed asynchronously, and
checkpoints are created in parallel with put operations. This design avoids blocking, as seen in the
write-ahead logging approach [47].
Each worker thread is associated with a log buffer and a log file. A background logging thread, colocated with the worker thread, periodically flushes log entries from the buffer to the file. Specifically,
each worker thread puts its log buffer an entry containing a key, a value, and a timestamp before
finishing the put operation. Timestamps are taken after put’s linearization point, which is the
release of the record lock (Line 19) when modifying the sorted array. Logging threads periodically
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wake up and flush buffered log entries in chronological order to log files. Checksums are used to
guard against crashes during flushing. To reduce logging overhead, log files can be distributed on
different disks, SSDs, or non-volatile memory.
Checkpoints are created by scanning all group nodes by background checkpoint threads. For
XIndex-R, the scan is performed by the existing scan interface. For XIndex-H, we use a similar
procedure that iterates group nodes one by one, reading all records in the bucket array. Two
timestamps, tbegin and tend , are recorded before and after the scan, respectively. An RCU barrier is
used before taking tend to ensure all committed puts whose values are scanned have log timestamps
smaller than tend . The scanned records and these timestamps are saved to persistent storage.
To reconstruct XIndex, we first compute the largest safe timestamp tsafe , i.e., a timestamp before
which all committed puts are guaranteed to be persisted. tsafe is computed by taking the minimum
among the timestamps of each log file’s last entry. Then, we find the latest safe checkpoint, i.e., a
checkpoint that does not contains values committed after tsafe . This checkpoint is the one with the
largest tend that is smaller than tsafe . Finally, we chronologically replay log entries created between
the checkpoint’s tbegin and tsafe , since all puts committed before are guaranteed to be visible to
the scan (Sections 3.2.4 and 4.2.4). Additionally, we can maintain the version (Algorithm 1) of each
record in the log entry, so that we can skip log entries with version smaller than the one in the
checkpoint. After replaying these log entries, a snapshot at tsafe of the previous XIndex instance is
restored.
6 EVALUATION
We evaluate XIndex with complex workloads as well as micro-benchmarks of different characteristics and compare it against state-of-the-art systems.
6.1

Setup

6.1.1 Benchmarks. We evaluated XIndex-R with complex workloads, including TPC-C (KV), YCSB,
and micro-benchmarks (Section 6.2). TPC-C (KV) is a TPC-C-inspired benchmark for key-value
stores. Same as [56], it uses different XIndex-R instances to represent different TPC-C tables and uses
get, put, and remove to simulate TPC-C operations. Since XIndex-R does not support transactions,
to avoid transaction aborts due to conflicts, we eliminate conflicts by manipulating each thread to
execute remote transactions on one of their local warehouses. We assign eight distinct warehouses
to each thread as their local warehouses for evaluation. TPC-C (KV) benchmark can evaluate index
systems under data and query distribution of real-world database workload while not requiring
transaction support. YCSB includes six representative workloads (A-F) with different access patterns:
update heavy (A), read mostly (B), read-only (C), read latest (D), short ranges (E) and, read-modifywrite (F). For YCSB, besides its default data distribution, we also evaluate with a real-world dataset
OpenStreetMap [16]. For microbenchmarks, we evaluate the performance under workloads with
fixed read-write ratios (Section 6.2.2), under dynamic workloads (Section 6.2.3) and string keys
(Section 6.2.4). We also analyze different factors that affect the performance in Section 6.2.5.
For XIndex-H, we tested it under read-only workloads (Section 6.3.1), and read-write workloads
(Section 6.3.2) with different insert ratio to see the effectiveness of non-blocking resizing.
6.1.2 Datasets. All datasets used are listed in Table 3. For integer dataset, we use 8-byte keys
generated from different distribution (linear, normal and lognormal) and also a real-world dataset
(osm [16]). For string dataset, one is a synthetic random dataset (random), the other is a real-world
URL dataset (quote). The maximum key length of quote is 128 bytes, and for URLs with length
𝑛 < 128, we set 𝑥𝑖 = 0 for 𝑖 > 𝑛. Unless otherwise noted, the default dataset size is 200M and the
value size is 8 bytes.
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Name

Type

Description

linear
normal
lognormal
osm
random
quote

integer
integer
integer
integer
string
string

Linear dataset with added noises
Normal distribution (𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 1), scaled to [0, 1 × 1012 ]
Lognormal distribution (𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 2), scaled to [0, 1 × 1012 ]
Longitude values of OpenStreetMap locations scaled to [0, 3.6 × 109 ]
Randomly generated byte strings, denote as “r[key length]-[dataset size]”
92 M URLs of quotes from Memetracker [40]. Average length is 62 bytes.

Table 3. Datasets. For the linear dataset, we first generate keys {𝑖 × 𝐴 | 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . }, then add a uniform
random bias ranging in [−𝐴/2, 𝐴/2] for each key, where 𝐴 = 1 × 1014 /dataset_size.
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6.1.3 Counterparts. We compared XIndex-R with stx::Btree, Masstree, Wormhole, the learned
index, “LI+Δ”, and Alex. stx::Btree [3] is an efficient, but thread-unsafe B-tree implementation.
Masstree [45] is a concurrent index structure that hybrids B-tree and Trie. When the key size is 8
bytes, Masstree can be regarded as a scalable concurrent B-tree. Wormhole [58] is a concurrent
hybrid index structure that replaces B-tree’s inner nodes with a hash-table encoded Trie. The learned
index is the original learned index [35]. “LI+Δ” is the learned index attached with a Masstree as
delta index, which buffers all writes. Alex [20] is a learned index that supports writes and can
dynamically adjust itself to data distribution changes. Since it does not support concurrent accesses,
we only compare it in dynamic workloads.
For XIndex-H, we compared it with the learned hash index, std::unordered_map, TBB::HashMap
and “LH+Block”. The learned hash index is the original learned hash index [35]. The std::unordered_map
is a single-thread hash map implementation in C++ Standard Library. TBB::HashMap is a chainingbased concurrent unordered hash map provided by Intel Threading Building Blocks [51] library.
“LH+Block” performs resizing by foreground threads and blocks all write requests while resizing.
6.1.4 Configurations and the Test Bed. We implement XIndex in C++, and configure 1 out of
12 threads as dedicated background threads. Background thread(s) repeatedly, with one second
interval between runs, check all groups and the root to perform compaction and structure update
(for XIndex-R) or resizing (for XIndex-H) accordingly. For XIndex-R, the error bound threshold (𝑒)
is 32, the delta index size threshold (𝑠) is 256, the tolerance factor (𝑓 ) is 14 , and the model number
threshold (𝑚) is 4. For string key support, the grouping error threshold 𝑒𝑡 and the partial key length
threshold 𝑝𝑙 are set to 50, 4 for random dataset and 500, 40 for quote. When persistence support is
enabled, a checkpoint is created every 30s. The per-thread log buffer is flushed to storage every
200ms for safety. For XIndex-H, the thresholds for resizing, upper_lf and lower_lf is set to 1.5 and
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0.5, respectively. For the learned index, we test different configurations and pick the best one —
250k models in the 2nd stage.8 For “LI+Δ”, we use the same background threads as XIndex-R for
compaction. For other indexes, we directly run their source code with the default setting. For each
experiment, we first warmup all the systems and present steady-state results. The experiments run
on a server with two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 CPUs, 128 GiB DDR4 memory, and one 300 GB
SCSI hard drive (DELL PERC H330 Mini). The hyperthreading is disabled during evaluation.
6.2
6.2.1

XIndex for Range Index
Performance Overview.

TPC-C (KV). Figure 8 shows the performance comparison with different numbers of threads.
Wormhole is excluded because the Wormhole implementation we use does not support multiple
tables, while TPC-C (KV) requires them. XIndex-R outperforms Masstree by up to 67% with 24
threads. First, the data generated in TPC-C (KV) are multidimensional linear mappings. Therefore,
the learned models can obtain a good approximation. Second, 63% of the write operations update
existing records. Thus they can be efficiently executed in-place. Lastly, 34% of the write operations
perform sequential insertion, which can be improved by the optimization (Section 3.5).
YCSB. We use both the default data distribution as well as the osm dataset, and 24 threads for the
experiment. The results are shown in Figure 9. For workload A, XIndex-R can achieve up to 3.2×
and 4.4× performance improvement comparing with Masstree and Wormhole, respectively. For
workload B, E, and F, XIndex-R also demonstrates superior performance advantage. This is because
these workloads are read- and update-intensive. For workload C, which is read-only, XIndex-R
is worse than “LI+Δ” by 19% because XIndex-R has model computation cost both in the root and
8 The

candidates’ model number ranges from 50k to 500k (step is 50k).
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Fig. 14. Read-write throughput and group
split/merge frequency when shifting data distribution from normal to linear.

groups. For workload D, XIndex-R performance is worse than the other systems by up to 30%.
The reason is that workload D tends to read recently inserted records that might not have been
compacted, which brings overheads for read operations. With the osm dataset, the results are
similar. However, because of the complex real-world data distribution, the advantage of XIndex-R
is reduced.
6.2.2 Performance with Writes. To further evaluate the performance of writes, we configure workloads with different read-write ratios. The ratio among different type of writes are constant (1:1:2
for insert, remove, and update) to keep the dataset size stable.
Scalability. Figure 11 shows the scalability with 10% writes using the normal dataset. Overall,
XIndex-R achieves the best performance among all systems. With 24 threads, XIndex-R scales to
17.6× of its single-thread performance, which is 30% higher than Wormhole. “LI+Δ” has the worst
performance because of its inefficient compaction, which severely degrades the read performance.
Varying write ratios. Figure 10 shows both throughputs and median latency with different write
ratios with a single thread and 24 threads. XIndex-R has the best performance for all the listed
write ratios, though the advantage tends to diminish with larger write ratios. For latency, XIndex-R
achieves the lowest median latency as most requests (80%) can be served without accessing delta
indexes. Tail latency is shown in Figure 12. In all write ratios, XIndex-R exhibits best read latency
at the 90th and 99th percentile. However, as writes become dominant, more reads are likely to
content with writes and background compaction, which causes p999 and p9999 read latency to
increase. Nevertheless, XIndex-R always outperforms “LI+Δ.”
6.2.3

Performance with Dynamic Workloads.

Query distribution. For dynamic workload, we first evaluate the performance when the query
distribution is non-uniform. To control the skewness, we make the workload’s 90% queries access
hotspot of different sizes (the hotspot ratio). All hotspots are ranges that start from the same key
but end differently. The smaller the hotspot is, the more skewed the query distribution is. Figure 13
shows the throughput with different skewness levels under the normal and lognormal datasets. All
systems except for the learned range index see a performance improvement when the skewness
level rises since the skewed query distribution brings a more friendly memory access locality.
However, due to the learned range index’s large error bound in the hotspot, the learned range
index can perform even worse than stx::Btree and Wormhole. For the lognormal dataset, when the
hotspot ratio decreases under 5%, the increase of hot models’ error bounds slows down, thus we
can observe a slight performance improvement of the learned range index due to improved locality.
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Data distribution. We then evaluate XIndex-R under data distribution shifts. There are three
stages in data distribution shift. First, we initialize each system with 50M records of one distribution
and run a workload with a read-write ratio of 90:10. Then, we start shifting the data distribution by
removing all existing keys while inserting 50M keys of another distribution. In this stage, the write
ratio is 100% (half inserts and half removes). Finally, after keys of the new distribution are inserted,
and old ones are removed, we resume the read-write workload (90:10) under the new dataset.
We first evaluate the performance of XIndex-R with and without group split/merge to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the group split/merge under dynamic workloads. Figure 14 shows XIndex-R’s
throughput and the number of group split/merge. We use one worker thread and one background
thread. XIndex-R without group split/merge is denoted as Baseline. Both XIndex-R and Baseline
have similar performance in the first stage (0-20s). At the 20th second, they enter the second stage.
Both throughputs begin to degrade due to the increase of the write ratio and the data distribution
changes. While for XIndex-R, background threads begin to perform group split to reduce groups’
error and delta index size, so we can see the throughput starts to increase at the 30th second.
XIndex-R and Baseline enter the third stage at the 120th second and the 170th second, respectively.
XIndex-R’s background thread detects that both the delta index size and the error bound of groups
are small after the shifting, so it invokes lots of group merge operations to reduce the number
of groups. Overall, XIndex-R shows up to 140% performance improvement during and after the
change of data distribution.
We then compare XIndex-R with ALEX, a non-concurrent updatable learned index that can
adjust to data distribution changes. Overall, we find that XIndex-R exhibits better robustness than
ALEX as it achieves similar throughput under various workloads, though ALEX can faster than
XIndex in certain workloads. Figure 15 shows two workloads where XIndex-R’s performance is
stable while ALEX’s varies significantly. In Figure 15a, when the data distribution begins to change
(at the 60th second), the performance of ALEX degrades significantly (throughput drops from 2.2M
to less than 100K), while XIndex-R can sustain around half of its previous throughput. This is
because ALEX’s RMI design allows unlimited stage depth, which can severely degrade lookup
performance in the case of significant data distribution changes. Meanwhile, XIndex-R always
has a two-stage architecture. It takes 75s to change its dataset, and ALEX takes more than 1400s.
In Figure 15b, where the data distribution change is less drastic, ALEX can finish sooner than
XIndex-R. Besides, in both workloads, ALEX is faster before the shift in data distribution for two
reasons. First, XIndex-R has overhead for supporting concurrency while ALEX does not. Second,
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ALEX uses an improved RMI designed while XIndex-R uses the original proposal9 . It should be
noted that in Figure 15a, XIndex-R’s performance is not immediately recovered as background
structure updates are still ongoing, and a trend of increasing throughout can be observed.
6.2.4 Performance with String Keys. We integrate the mechanisms for string keys (Section 3.4
and Section 3.5.3) into XIndex-R. Then we evaluate the performance of XIndex-R under string
keys using read-only and read-write-mixed workloads. XIndex-R without string key support
is denoted as XIndex-NoStr. Our current implementation does not support enabling runtime
adjustment (Section 3.3) with the greedy grouping strategy (Section 3.4.2). Thus we disabled the
runtime adjustment for these workloads. However, since there is no change in both data and query
distribution, enabling runtime adjustment should not greatly affect the results.
String read-only. We first measure the single-thread throughputs of XIndex-R with read-only
workloads using different datasets. As shown in Figure 16, XIndex-R achieves the best performance
among all the indexes under random datasets but has fewer performance advantages under quote
dataset. XIndex-R outperforms XIndex-NoStr, Masstree and Wormhole by up to 88%, 91% and
43% respectively under random datasets. Under quote dataset, XIndex-R still shows relatively
good performance compared with XIndex-NoStr (1.5×) and Masstree (1.3×). However, XIndex-R’s
performance is worse than Wormhole by 25%. This is because quote dataset has more complex data
distribution, leading to larger errors — 4.5× larger than the average error of random datasets. Also,
the partial key length is 39 bytes for quote dataset, which is nearly 10× larger than that of random
datasets.
Various key length. We then evaluate XIndex-R with various key lengths. Figure 17 shows the
results under 100M random dataset, with key length ranging from 8 bytes to 128 bytes. XIndex-R
shows considerable performance advantages for all key lengths. Its performance shows similar
scalability in key length as Masstree and Wormhole. XIndex-NoStr only achieves good performance
with short keys but suffers large performance degradation when keys are larger than 8 bytes:
the throughout with 128-byte keys is only 30% of that with 8-byte keys. Compared with XIndexNoStr, with 128-byte keys, XIndex-R still maintains 62% of its 8-byte throughout and outperforms
XIndex-NoStr by 91%.
String read-write. We then investigate the performance under read-write workloads with different
read-write ratios. We experiment with random dataset of 100M 128-byte keys. The write requests
include in-place updates, inserts, and deletes, with a ratio of 2:1:1. As shown in Figure 18, XIndex-R
9 The

improved RMI can be used as a drop-in replacement for the model for both the group nodes and the root node.
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maintains relatively good performance under read-write workloads. When there are 10% writes,
XIndex-R has 89% better performance than XIndex-NoStr. When there are 40% writes, XIndex-R
still has comparable performance as Wormhole, while being 45% better than XIndex-NoStr and 21%
better than Masstree.
Figure 19 shows the scalability in threads under a workload with a 90:10 read-write ratio. XIndexR shows up to 72% performance advantages compared with XIndex-NoStr. However, XIndex-R is
worse than Wormhole and Masstree under multi-thread read-write scenarios (19% and 13% worse
under 24-thread). This is mainly because the compaction process is not quick enough to merge
data in delta indexes. Despite the use of partial key, the model retraining is still time-consuming in
XIndex-R— 300 𝜇s to train a linear model with 1400 keys. This leads to a large delta index size — up
to 650 on average under 24 threads.
We also evaluate the scalability of XIndex-R with the same read-write ratio, but all writes are
in-place updates. Figure 20 shows the results. XIndex-R exhibits good scalability in this workload
since there is no need to perform compactions. The 24-thread performance can achieve 21× of its
single-thread performance, which is 17% better than Wormhole.
Factor analysis. We then analyze the performance improvement brought by each design decision
for string keys. We start from XIndex-NoStr where none of the proposed techniques is used, and
then incrementally apply the partial key, the greedy grouping, piecewise linear models, and the
SIMD optimization. Figure 21 shows the throughputs of applying each of the techniques under
random and quote datasets. Throughputs are normalized to XIndex-NoStr.
We first apply the partial key in each group. With the partial key, XIndex-R improves 35% and
15% under random and quote datasets, respectively. For random dataset, the average key length for
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model and comparison of all groups is significantly reduced from 128 bytes to 4 bytes. For quote
dataset, it is reduced from 128 bytes to 80 bytes, with an average prefix length of 14 bytes. Next,
we apply the greedy grouping strategy to range-partition data for group nodes. XIndex-R has an
improvement of 7% and 9% for the two datasets, respectively. The average partial key length for
groups further decreases to 39 bytes for quote dataset. Afterward, the use of piecewise linear models
in the root node reduces the root model inference time, bringing 24% and 7% overall improvement.
For random dataset, the root model inference time decreases from 640 ns to 70 ns. For quote, it
decreases from 640 ns to 354 ns, with a partial key length of 105 bytes for root models. Finally, we
adopt SIMD for model inference, which gives XIndex-R another improvement of 4% for random
and 9% for quote.
6.2.5

Other Factors.

Cost of Persistence. Figure 22 compares the performance of XIndex-R with and without persistence
support, i.e., background logging and checkpointing, using the normal dataset and a various number
of worker threads. Overall, persistence support does not incur significant performance penalties.
On average, persistent XIndex-R achieves 92% of the non-persistent version’s throughput. It takes
XIndex-R about 14 seconds to create a checkpoint of 200 million key-value pairs (3.2 GB of data in
total) for checkpointing. It takes 24 seconds to rebuild a XIndex-R instance from such a checkpoint
and log files, each containing 7 million log entries on average for recovery.
Value size. We evaluate the performance of XIndex-R with different value sizes under the normal
dataset with 24 threads. The read-write ratio is 90:10, and the value contains 8-128 random generated
bytes. The result is shown in Figure 23. With the increase of value size, the performance of all
systems is reduced due to the large memory consumption. Nevertheless, XIndex-R has the largest
performance drop. This is because the overhead of data copying during compaction (128B’s overhead
is 13.5× larger than 8B’s).
Dataset size. Figure 24 shows the performance of XIndex-R with different dataset sizes under
the lognormal dataset using 24 threads. As dataset size increases, both the learned range index
and XIndex-R show a large performance advantage over other systems. However, the performance
of the learned range index degrades significantly because its error grows as the size increases. In
contrast, XIndex-R adjusts its structure to maintain small model error bounds. Therefore, for large
dataset sizes, XIndex-R can achieve similar performance with the learned range index.
6.3

XIndex for Hash Index
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6.3.1 Performance with Reads. We first evaluate the read-only performance of XIndex-H under
different datasets. The results are shown in Figure 25. XIndex-H’s performance ties closely to
the underlying datasets. It shows excellent performance when the model is well-learned and has
less performance advantage otherwise. Under linear dataset, XIndex-H can achieve up to 3.1×
and 2.2× performance advantage over TBB::HashMap and std::unordered_map, respectively. The
conflict rate is significantly reduced to 0.7% thanks to learned models. While the conflict rate of
std::unordered_map is up to 35%. Under the other datasets, the learned hash index does not show
much performance improvement compared with std::unordered_map because the model cannot
effectively reduce the conflict rate,10 which is about 35% among all systems. Since XIndex-H has an
additional cost for concurrency support, it performs slightly worse than the learned hash index
and std::unordered_map. However, XIndex-H still shows slightly better performance compared
with TBB::HashMap, which adopts the design of the split-ordered list [55]. The split-ordered list
requires more pointer chasing during lookup, and a minimum of one pointer access is still needed
even if there is no conflict. Furthermore, XIndex-H performs slightly worse than the learned hash
index and std::unordered_map because of the concurrency support.
6.3.2

Performance with Writes.

Varying datasets. Figure 26 shows the single-thread read-insert throughput under various datasets.
XIndex-H shows comparable performance compared with TBB::HashMap while achieving up-to
96% performance improvement compared with “LH+Block”. With the help of non-blocking resizing,
XIndex-H can continuously serve requests regardless of resizing. As a comparison, “LH+Block”
blocks foreground operations for up to 160s (52s for model training and 108s for rehashing data).
TBB::HashMap exhibits steady performance among different datasets because it adopts split-ordered
list [55] to amortize the cost of resizing.
Scalability. We also investigate the scalability of XIndex-H with different insert ratios. Figure 27
presents the evaluation results. XIndex-H exhibits good scalability under all insert ratios. Under
read-heavy workload (Figure 27a), XIndex-H can achieve 23× over its single-thread performance
under 24 threads. It still scales well under write-heavy workload (Figure 27c), outperforming
TBB::HashMap by 1.5× and “LH+Block” by 25× under 24 threads. While for TBB::HashMap, it
scales only for the read-heavy workload. “LH+Block” has extremely poor scalability because of the
blocking resizing.
10 We

didn’t managed to reproduce the conflict rate in [35]. We have emailed the authors but received no response.
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RELATED WORKS

There have been works extending or building systems upon the learned index for supporting writes
and dynamic workloads. ALEX [20] supports writes by reserving slots in a sorted array for inserting
new data. It allocates a new array and retrains the model synchronously when node fullness reaches
the specified upper limit. Compare with its design, XIndex can have worse performance since
it maintains standalone delta indexes. Since it might move a large nondeterministic portion of
keys during insert, fine-grained concurrency control is thus challenging to implement, and ALEX
does not support concurrent accesses. Furthermore, ALEX has a dynamic RMI structure that splits
nodes according to its cost model, resulting in varying depth among model nodes. This design
makes its adjustment in some cases more flexible than XIndex when data distribution changes.
However, the RMI depth is not bounded, which might significantly impact lookups, writes, and
structure adjustment, as confirmed by our evaluation AIDEL [42] handles insertions by attaching a
sorted list for each record in the sorted array. When the list is too long, it copies the data into a
new sorted array and retrains the model synchronously. Same as ALEX, AIDEL does not support
concurrency either, and operations are blocked during rearranging data and retraining models.
It introduces a greedy strategy to partition data for models inside RMI according to the specific
data distribution at bulk loading time. However, its structure is fixed during runtime even when
data distribution changes, while XIndex can continuously adjust its structure according to runtime
workloads. PGM-index [23] optimizes the structure with respect to given space-time trade-offs.
It recursively constructs the index structure and provides an optimal number of linear models.
Comparing with PGM-index, XIndex adjusts its structure at runtime, does not assume an already
known query distribution. SageDB [34] is a database that proposes to leverage the learned index
for data indexing as well as for speeding up sorting and join. Bourbon [17] is a key–value store
based on LSM-tree that leverages the learned index to improve efficiency for accessing SSTables.
FITing-Tree [25] indexes data with a hybrid of B-tree and piece-wise linear function, making it a
variant of the learned index. It supports insertions and provides strict error guarantees. Comparing
with FITing-Tree, XIndex is a fully-fledged concurrent index structure and adapts its structure
to both data and query distribution at runtime. For better build efficiency, Kipf et al. propose
RadixSpline [33], which employs a bottom-up build method that only needs a single pass over the
dataset. Flood [48] is a learned multi-dimensional index. It exploits ML methods to learn an optimal
layout that divides 𝑑-dimensional data space into a grid of contiguous cells and uses linear models
to speed up queries. LISA [43] is a learned index structure designed for disk-resident spatial data. It
leverages learned models to generate data layouts in the disk. Compared with these works, XIndex
is the only learned index structure that is optimized for string keys.
Classic concurrency techniques have long been used in concurrent data structures. Masstree [45]
is a trie-like concatenation of B-trees and uses fine-grained locking and optimistic concurrency
control to achieve high performance under multi-core scenarios. It carefully crafts its protocol to
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improve efficiency for reader-writer coordination. Wormhole [58] is a variant of B-tree that replaces
B-tree’s inner nodes with a hash-table encoded Trie. It uses per-node read-write locks to coordinate
accesses to leaf nodes and uses a combination of locking and the RCU mechanism to perform
internal node updates. Bonsai tree [14, 15] is a concurrent balanced tree. It allows reads to proceed
without locks in parallel with writes by using RCU mechanism, though a single write lock is still
required to coordinate writes. HOT [4] is a trie-based index structure which aims to reduce the
height of the trie. It uses per-node locks to coordinate writes and uses copy-on-write (COW) to allow
reads to proceed with no synchronization overhead. The Bw-Tree [19, 41] is a completely lock-free
B-tree and achieves its lock-freedom via COW and compare-and-swap (CAS) techniques. The
Intel Threading Building Blocks [51] provides a chaining-based concurrent hash map. It leverages
per-bucket lock to coordinate concurrent operations and exploits split-ordered list [55] to handle
resizing. Libcuckoo [51] is a concurrent cuckoo hash table that adopts an optimistic design to
minimize the locked critical section during writes. Clevel Hashing [13] is a lock-free concurrent level
hashing for persistent memory. It leverages atomic primitives to enable lock-free operations and
performs resizing in the background. Building upon existing works, XIndex leverages fine-grained
locking and optimistic concurrency control to coordinate to individual records and combines
Two-Phase Compaction with RCU mechanism to eliminate interference with queries and writes
due to background operations.
Dynamic data and query distributions are common in real-world workloads. While XIndex
strikes to reduce performance variation between records, many works distinguish hot and cold
data and further optimize the performance for hot data. Hybrid index structure [60] uses different
storage schemes for hot keys and cold keys. Storage systems such as H-Store [18], COLT [53] are
designed to detect the hotness and manage data accordingly in a self-tuning process.
8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced XIndex, a concurrent learned index library for both range index
(XIndex-R) and hash index (XIndex-H). XIndex exploits machine learning models for fast indexing.
It achieves high performance on the multicore platform via a combination of the innovative
Two-Phase Compaction and a number of classical concurrency techniques. Extensive evaluations
demonstrate that XIndex performs well for both integer key and string key workloads. For the range
index, XIndex-R has a performance advantage by up to 3.2× and 4.4×, compared with Masstree
and Wormhole, respectively. For the hash index, XIndex-H achieves up to 3.1× performance
improvement compared with Intel TBB HashMap. XIndex is publicly available at https://ipads.se.
sjtu.edu.cn:1312/opensource/xindex.git.
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